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		 DHS Strikes Again! - But With Less Than Meets The Eye - January 5, 2016 matloff

			By: Steve Tisza
	January 5, 2016

There is yet another proposal by DHS to please employers, foreign workers and foreign students. See the Breitbart account, DHS’ “summary” and the actual proposal.


The proposal is yet another outrageous attempt of the Obama people (and before them, the Bush people) to take the law into their own hands, bypassing Congress and thus the Constitution. Though, contrary to the Breibart headline, the actual impact on American tech workers would be small (details later below), it’s quite amazing that the White House has the gall to make this proposal, in light of recent scandals.


I have one scandal in particular in mind, the one discovered by the local press at Wright State University. I discussed this in blog posts here, here and here, but a summary is as follows.


Basically, private industry is setting up shop near/on university campuses as an end-run around the H-1B cap. University workers are exempt from the cap, so the strategy is for the private company to contract out work to the university, who hires the H-1Bs, yet still with the private company playing the main role in supervising the work. As a bonus, the prevailing wage for the job is figured on academic levels, so the company attains salary savings too. The work is called “research,” and though there may indeed be university researchers who publish some papers on the work, it’s a mainly a great way for industry to save on labor costs.


Wright State was engaged in such activities, and though for the most part both Wright State and the private firm were likely in technical compliance with the law, it certainly made for bad press for the university, especially when it was found that some of the university administrators seemed to have overstepped their bounds. Two were fired.


This setup is surprisingly common. I mentioned in a previous post that for instance, that Intel has several such centers. And needless to say, this approach is highly popular with universities, as they get fat commissions (known as overhead) for the companies sponsoring the research. Just today a reader called my attention to this one at the University of Illinois. There the details are given for one of the arrangements for hiring students:


Indirect hire at an hourly rate through Research Park Internship Program: Under this program, the intern is a student that is regarded as an employee of the University and performs work or services for the company as an independent contractor without any employment relationship between the company and the student.  The University of Illinois is responsible for all human resources services and the student is on the University’s payroll.  The company pays an hourly wage to the student plus an overhead charge on all student wages to the University for administrative services.  The company retains ownership of the work product. Contact Megan Puzey in the UI Office of Corporate Relations at [email protected].


Did you catch that part about the company having ownership of the work product? And of course, UIUC here points out that the companies can definitely hire international students. Also, though this document was about hiring students, in the Wright State case full-time workers were being hired, and this is probably common.


Plug “university research park” into Google, and you’ll find lots of other examples of such cooperative entities.


The DHS proposal would simply tweak policy on these setups. Indeed, DHS said that they are merely codifying policy that they had been using informally. But it is BAD policy to begin with.


This is only one of many aspects of the new proposal, most of which clarify current DHS practice. One of the provisions having the most consequence to foreign workers would allow many who are currently waiting for a green card to “jump the gun” and enter the labor market essentially as a free agent, rather than waiting the years until their visa comes up. They only will get an Employment Authorization Document (EAD), and must still wait for the green card itself (and its role as a first step toward chain migration of others), but they are free to leave the employer who sponsored them for the green card.


The impact on Americans would be quite small, because these foreign workers are ALREADY working in the U.S. — for the employers who sponsored them. So, for those who view these workers as taking jobs that Americans could have filled, they are ALREADY doing so, and thus there would be no real net loss to the Americans. On the contrary, I’ve repeatedly emphasized that one big reason tech employers like hiring foreign workers is that the workers become immobile during the years the green card is pending. The DHS change would slightly reduce this attraction to employers (though again, only slightly).


All in all, the impact on American workers of the new DHS proposal would be minor. It pales in comparison with what DHS has been doing with OPT, which has been quite harmful. In fact, Satya Ganti, the foreign worker profiled in the press accounts of the Wright scandal, had already been working the U.S. for 29 months, under exactly the DHS OPT policy which was recently vacated by a court, pending fixes to be made by DHS. That case, currently hanging in the balance, will have far greater impact, one way or the other.
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			H-1B Visa/Outsourcing & CWA Commitment
June 16, 2005, Thanks To CWA District 4 Vice President Jeff Rechenbach I Was Interviewed By Cleveland, Ohio Radio Talk-Show Host Ed "Flash" Ferenc To Discuss My Recent Trip To India Regarding Off Shore Outsourcing.
Listen To MP3 Audio of Radio Interview Of Steve Tisza, President CWA Local 4250, Chicago.

*H1-B Outsourcing Song "Lap of Luxury" By Complex Numbers*
Outsourcing H1-B Visa song for downloading and distribution for all anti-offshore outsourcing activists. Recommend you RIGHT CLICK, Save to your Desktop, Open and Play.

March 1, 2004 - VIDEO of WKMG/CBS Orlando Special News Report! -  CWA Protest At Disney Yacht & Beach Club Resort Orlando, Florida
On March 1, 2004, WKMG/CBS Channel 6 in Orlando, Florida did a 5 minute Special Report on their 11PM News of the February 23, 2004 CWA Protest at the Disney Yacht & Beach Club Resort where the 2004 World Outsourcing Summit was being held. Avaya, a CWA employer was a major sponsor of the summit. Over 100 major corporations, including AT$T and IBM were attendees. 

Homeland Security Continues To Be At Risk Due to Corporate GREED!
CWA Local 4250/CTU#16 President Emeritus Steve Tisza initiated this website/page in February 2002 as a result of AT$T' s closing of AT$T provsioning centers in Chicago and Oakbrook, Illinois and subsequent surplus declaration of approximately one-hundred and fifty(150) Bargaining Unit jobs. 

January 24, 2002 - AT$T's Threat to Our Nation's Communications Infrastructure!
January 24, 2002- CWA Local 4250 President Emeritus Steve Tisza' letter to Daniel P. Burnham, Chairman of the National Security Telecommunications Advisory Council (NSTAC) requesting an immediate investigation of AT$T's training of foreign nationals from India.

April 18, 2002 - CWA President Morty Bahr' Letter To US Senator Fritz Hollings 
April 18, 2002- CWA President Bahr wrote US Senator Fritz Hollings advising him of CWAs concerns regarding AT$Ts abuse of the H-1B Visa System and of AT$Ts plans to move its engineering and maintenance of the AT$T Global Network to India.

April 24 2002 - Public Service Announcement NBC Refused to Air
CWA Locals 4250 and 4998 produced this (30)thirty-second public service announcement regarding AT$T’s training of foreign nationals and its potential threat to Homeland Security. Commercial time was purchased and the video was scheduled to air on the Chicago affiliate of the NBC Good Morning America Show on April 24, 2002 and run until May 11, 2002. 

 Report On The June 11, 2003 AT$T Shareholders Meeting!
The attached statement is the full text of my comments to AT$T shareholders and the question I asked AT$T CEO Dorman at the 118th Annual AT$T shareholders meeting in Savannah, Georgia on Wednesday, June 11, 2003.

Members of U.S. Senate Caucus on India and Indian Americans 
For the first time in the history of the US Senate a country-focused caucus has been constituted and announcing its formation was the driving force behind the move Senator John Cornyn, a Republican Senator from Texas who had visited India. Click on to check if your U.S. Senator is a member of the caucus. If Yes, WRITE and object to the H-1B Visa Program and OFFSHORE OUTSOURCING OF AMERICAN JOBS!

 Members of U. S. House of Representatives Caucus on India and Indian Americans 
The Largest Caucus Of Its Kind In The U. S. Congress Was Formed In 1993. -- One of their objectives is to push India's economic agenda on the hill. Click on to check if your Congressperson is a member of the caucus. If Yes, WRITE and object to the H-1B Visa Program and OFFSHORE OUTSOURCING OF AMERICAN JOBS!

Professor Norm Matloff's H-1B Web Page
The tech industry lobbyists portray H-1B as a remedy for labor shortages and as a means of hiring "the best and the brightest" from around the world. Though I strongly support that latter goal, the lobbyists' "best and brightest" claims are not valid. 

Upon Closer Inspection
Dr. Norm Matloff. Latest Blog Posts:   Dr. Matloff has written articles (in many cases by invitation of the magazine or newspaper) for the New York Times, the Washington Post, Forbes Magazine, the Los Angeles Times, CNN, the Public Interest, the New Democrat (a publication of the Democratic Leadership Council), and so on.
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